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Life on another planet is one of the greatest mysteries of the 
universe. What would it be like to live on another world, far 
away from Earth? Would the inhabitants look and act like us, 
or would they be completely different? 

The thought of life on other planets is daunting. To imagine a 
completely different world, with its own unique customs, 
language, and environment can be overwhelming. But what if 
one day, we discover living creatures on another planet?

Life on another planet could be quite different from life on Earth. For example, the 
atmosphere of the planet could be much thicker than ours, due to the gravitational 
pull of its larger size. This could mean that the inhabitants of the planet might not 
need to wear any sort of protection from the elements, as the air would be much 
more hospitable than ours.

The inhabitants of this new world may also look and act differently. Due to the 
different gravity, they could be taller and more graceful than humans. Their diet might 
be based on what is available to them on the planet, which could mean that they are 
accustomed to eating foods that are quite different from ours. 

The inhabitants of this other planet could have a different culture than ours. For 
example, they may have a different set of values and beliefs that shape their behavior 
and interactions with one another. They could have their own language, or a 
combination of languages, that is completely unique to their world. 

The possibilities of life on other planets are endless. While we may never know for 
sure what life on another planet would be like, it is an exciting prospect to consider. It 
is possible that one day, we may be able to journey to another world and learn about 
the unique cultures and inhabitants that inhabit it. Until then, we can only imagine 
what it would be like to live on another planet.

1. Read the passage about “Life on Another Planet”
2. Underline any word or sentence you don’t understand.
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1.   Life on another planet is one of the greatest 
____________ of the universe.
a. adventures
b. mysteries
c. unknowns

2.   The thought of life on another planet is?
a. exciting
b. daunting
c. frightening

3.   The atmosphere on another planet could be thicker
due to?

a. distance from the sun
b. gravitational pull
c.   distance from the earth

4.   The air could be much more _____________ than ours:
a. denser
b. hospitable
c.    cooler

5. The possibilities of life on other planets is:
a.   unique
b.   limited
c.   endless

Answer according to the reading passage:
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Open response questions for thinking skills:

1. Inferring
2. Making Connections
3. Summarizing
4. Visualizing

1. Why is life on another planet considered such a mystery?

2. Compare how life would possibly differ on earth and another planet.

3. In 3 sentences summarize “Life on Another Planet’ in your own words.

4. What comes across your mind and what do you visualize as you are 

reading this passage?

5. Would you like to try living on another planet? Why or why not?

6. Research a planet and discuss how life would or wouldn’t be possible 

there.

7. Is this reading passage a fiction or a non fiction? How do you know?

8. The author writes that the thought of living on another planet is 

daunting. Explain what you think is meant by this statement.

9. The author writes that the air on another planet might be more 

hospitable than ours, what might this mean?
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